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Executive Summary
Forward-looking organizations are deploying AV over IP systems to eliminate electronic video distribution cost 

and complexity.  Hackers may try to penetrate IP networks to steal video content or disrupt operations so system 

integrators and planners must properly secure AV over IP implementations to avoid exposure.

ZeeVee AV over IP solutions are specifically designed to ensure the security and integrity of IP-based video.  The ZyPer 

AV over IP product family supports an extensive set of standards-based security mechanisms including strong access 

controls, robust media and management stream encryption, and high-bandwidth digital content protection to help 

companies safeguard content and mitigate risks.

This white paper reviews AV over IP security considerations, describes ZyPer security features and capabilities, and 

provides additional guidelines for protecting electronic video content.

Introduction – Mitigating AV over IP Security Risks
Businesses are introducing IP-based AV distribution solutions to improve performance, reduce expenses and simplify 

operations. Modern AV over IP systems leverage standards-based Ethernet switches that are far more flexible and 

cost-effective than traditional AV matrix switches. They simplify system management, reduce latency and eliminate the 

distance limitations and connectivity constraints imposed by conventional circuit-switched AV systems. 

System designers must carefully consider security implications when introducing AV over IP solutions. Some businesses 

may transmit AV traffic alongside other data on a converged IP network. Some may connect AV over IP systems to a 

corporate network or the public internet to enable remote management. Designers must segregate AV over IP traffic 

and restrict access to AV over IP implementations to safeguard digital content and prevent abuse.

If not properly isolated and secured, IP-based AV systems can expose businesses to potential legal and financial risks. 

Criminals and hackers can exploit standards-based networking technology to steal video services, disrupt video streams 

or reproduce copyright-protected content. System designers must institute appropriate security measures to ensure 

the integrity of AV over IP communications.

ZeeVee AV over IP Solutions Mitigate Security Risks
ZeeVee is an industry-leader and global pioneer in IP-based AV distribution solutions. Since 2014 the company has 

delivered innovative IP solutions that provide unmatched AV quality, scalability and reliability. ZeeVee solutions are 

deployed worldwide in the most demanding environments including world-class stadiums, university laboratories, 

government agencies and Fortune 500 companies.

ZeeVee solutions are designed from the ground up to ensure strong security for AV over IP, while maintaining high 

performance and ease of operation. ZeeVee products support comprehensive, standards-based security controls to 

help customers protect IP communications flows, safeguard digital content and mitigate risks.

Inherent standards-based ZeeVee security features and capabilities include: 

• AV over IP data encryption to protect confidential video content against eavesdropping and unauthorized 
disclosure. 

• Strong user authentication mechanisms to ensure only authorized administrators and applications gain 
access to the AV over IP management platform.  
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• Management stream encryption to ensure data privacy for customer administrators or third-parties 
performing remote administration over corporate or public network connections. 

• Digital content protection mechanisms and media stream encryption to safeguard intellectual property and 

prevent pirating.

When used in conjunction with security best practices, these strong security features let ZeeVee customers take full 

advantage of all the benefits of AV over IP distribution, without introducing risk or uncertainty.

ZeeVee ZyPer AV over IP Security Reference Architecture 
ZeeVee’s ZyPer product family delivers high performance, scalability and security for IP-based AV networks. Evolved 

from decades of experience in video encoding and IP networking, the ZyPer family includes a wide range of encoders 

and decoders to satisfy diverse functional requirements, as well as an intuitive network management solution that 

streamlines system setup and expansion. The ZyPer product family delivers a rich feature set including built-in support 

for video walls, multi-view displays, configurable display zones and signal transport over copper or fiber cable. 

The figure below depicts a representative ZyPer AV over IP implementation with ZyPer4K encoders and decoders 

and the ZyPer Management Platform (ZMP). It serves as a reference configuration for illustrating ZyPer system 

communications flows and security controls.
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ZyPer4K Encoders and Decoders
ZyPer4K encoders and decoders deliver uncompressed 4K video allowing virtually zero latency and crystal-clear 

picture quality. As the first Software-Defined Video over Ethernet (SDVoE) solutions on the market, the ZyPer4K 

enables any AV source to be delivered to a very large number of displays (limited only by network capacity) directly 

over a standard 10Gb Ethernet switch. With the deepest experience with the technology and the most practical field 

experience with intallations around the globe,, ZeeVee’s participation as a founding member of the SDVoE was critical 

to the ultimate success of the alliance. 

ZyPer4K Encoder and Decoder

ZyPer Management Platform
The ZyPer Management Platform is used to setup and administer AV over IP systems.  The platform is available from 

ZeeVee as a turnkey solution (hardware, with pre-installed software) or as a software solution that can be deployed in a 

VMware virtual machine environment.  The ZMP supports hardware with dual network interfaces for flexible and secure 

deployment.  One interface can be used to connect to a private network supporting the AV over IP system.  The other 

interface can be used to connect to a separate corporate network or the public internet for remote management.

The ZMP provides an API for configuring, monitoring and controlling ZyPer devices.   Accessible via AJAX/JSON, Telnet 

or SSH, the API is used by 3rd-party products and by MaestroZ, ZeeVee’s browser-based graphical user interface (GUI), 

to manage the AV over IP implementation.

MaestroZ simplifies AV over IP system deployment and streamlines ongoing operations. It automatically discovers 

encoders and decoders, eliminating manually intensive, error-prone administrative processes. A drag-and-drop 

interface makes it easy to create video walls, set up multi-view displays, and configure and control display zones.

ZeeVee Management Platform and MaestroZ GUI Client
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ZeeVee’s Defense-in-Depth Security Provides Ultimate Protection
Security experts like the U.S. National Security Agency promote a layered “defense-in-depth” approach to IP security to 

protect against the widest range of threats. By instituting strong security controls across a network, organizations can 

improve their security posture and mitigate risks. To that end, ZeeVee supports an extended set of security capabilities 

including IP video stream encryption, management communications stream encryption, management system access 

controls and end-to-end digital rights protection.

Protecting AV over IP Media Streams
Some ZeeVee customers construct independent networks to transport AV over IP traffic. Dedicated networks are 

inherently more secure than shared networks; an attacker may simply lack the physical means to connect to the 

network.

Other customers have engineered their primary network to support video, and transport AV traffic alongside other 

application traffic over a shared IP network. ZeeVee recommends using VLANs to segregate shared networks and 

reduce vulnerabilities. 

ZeeVee ZyPer4K encoders and decoders support standards-based encryption, providing an additional layer of security 

for both dedicated and shared IP networks.  All AV traffic between encoders and decoders is automatically encrypted 

using the proven AES128 algorithm (shown in green in the reference configuration diagram). Extremely secure, AES 

128-bit encryption is approved by the U.S. government to protect secret-level classified information. AV over IP 

encryption prevents eavesdropping and hijacking in the highly unlikely event an intruder is able to gain access to a 

dedicated IP network or an isolated VLAN segment.

Controlling Access to the ZyPer Management Platform
A hacker or cybercriminal may try to gain access to the ZyPer Management Platform to disrupt operations or steal 

video services. The ZMP supports user IDs and strong passwords to prevent unauthorized access to both the MaestroZ 

user interface and the API (shown in blue).

Securing Management Communications Flows
Some ZeeVee customers connect the ZMP to a corporate network or the public internet to enable remote system 

administration. An inside or outside attacker may try to intercept management communications streams for 

illicit purposes.  The management platform supports HTTPS (HTTP over TLS or SSL) to secure browser-based 

communications and AJAX/JSON API calls. It also supports SSH to secure remote terminal communications for scripted 

procedures (shown in orange).

Safeguarding Copyright-Protected Content
ZeeVee solutions are often used to stream copyright-protected content. ZyPer4K encoders and decoders support 

standards-based end-to-end High-Bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP 2.2) on HDMI links to ensure digital 

rights compliance (shown in purple). HDCP was specifically conceived to prevent the unauthorized reproduction or 

playback of protected digital content. The specification is supported in a wide range of video devices including HD-DVD 

and Blu-ray disk players, satellite and cable TV receivers, televisions and digital projectors. 
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The table below summarizes how ZeeVee’s defense-in-depth approach to AV over IP security protects against a wide 

range of threats.

AV over IP Security Best Practice Guidelines 
ZeeVee’s strong security capabilities help customers eliminate vulnerabilities and minimize risks. To fully safeguard AV 

over IP systems customers should implement ZyPer security features in conjunction with security best practices. For 

ultimate security, system integrators and implementers should:

• Deploy the AV over IP system on a dedicated IP network or distinct VLAN segment to isolate traffic and 

restrict network access. 

• In shared network environments force VLAN tagging on AV switch ports to prevent rogue devices and 

unauthorized users from accessing other network segments. 

• Disable USB and Ethernet utility ports on ZyPer4K encoders and decoders deployed in public spaces to 

prevent rogue devices from connecting to the network. 

• Ensure ZyPer4K encoders and decoders are always running the latest firmware releases.

• Protect the integrity of the ZyPer Management Platform. Install the ZMP in a physically secure location. 

Disable Telnet access. Use strong passwords to tightly control access to the MaestroZ user interface and the 

ZMP API. Regularly rotate MaestroZ passwords to bolster security.  Ensure the ZMP is always running the 

latest software release. 

• Protect the integrity of Ethernet switching equipment. Install Ethernet switches in a physically secure 

location. Implement strong user authentication and authorization controls for the Ethernet switch 

management console. Lock down unused UDP/TCP ports. Disable unused network services. Ensure the 

switch is always running the latest firmware/software updates.  Follow any additional security guidelines 

recommended by the Ethernet switch manufacturer. 

• Work closely with the corporate IT or networking organization if connecting the ZMP to the corporate IP 

network or the public internet.  The corporate IT team can ensure the management platform is deployed 

and secured in accordance with company policies. 

Security Threat Video Example ZyPer Defense Measure Protocol/Mechanism
Eavesdropping View a video stream Media stream encryption AES128

Hijacking Reroute a video stream Management platform access controls
Management stream encryption
Media stream encryption

User ID & passwords
HTTPS & SSH
AES128

Pirating Reproduce a video stream Media stream encryption AES128

Manipulation Inject a video stream Management platform access controls
Management stream encryption

User ID & passwords
HTTPS & SSH

Denial of service Disrupt a video stream Management platform access controls
Management stream encryption
Network segregation

User ID & passwords
HTTPS & SSH
Dual ZMP NICs

ZyPer AV over IP Security Features and Capabilities
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Conclusion and Next Steps
Innovative businesses are deploying AV over IP solutions to eliminate video distribution cost and complexity.  System 

integrators and implementers must carefully consider security implications when planning AV over IP projects.

ZeeVee’s ZyPer AV over IP product family was designed from the ground up to ensure the security and integrity 

of electronic video content.  ZyPer encoders, decoders and management platforms support a robust collection of 

standards-based security capabilities to help customers protect digital content, prevent tampering and mitigate risks.

Learn More
To learn more about how ZeeVee can help you take full advantage of all the benefits of AV over IP without 

compromising security, visit zeevee.com/contact.

About ZeeVee
ZeeVee is a global manufacturer of video and signal distribution technology for the ProAV and IT marketplace. As the 

only manufacturer today that can deliver multimedia content over coax, fiber and CATx, ZeeVee has transformed the 

digital video industry with its award-winning, HD to Ultra-HD/4K solutions. The company offers a variety of innovative, 

cost effective and easy-to-install distribution platforms. ZeeVee is installed in thousands of facilities worldwide where 

there is a need to transport HD/UHD content from multiple sources to multiple displays over long distances. 

ZeeVee is a founding member of the SDVoE Alliance and a Global Presence Alliance Technology Partner.

 

Glossary of Abbreviations

AES Advanced Encryption Standard – a widely adopted electronic data encryption specification

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML – a set of popular development technologies used to create web    

 applications 

HDCP High-Bandwidth Digital Content Protection – a popular standards-based digital rights protection specification

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol – the underlying protocol governing how messages are formatted and transmitted  

 on the web

HTTPS HTTP Secure – a secure version of HTTP with encrypted communications using SSL or TLS

JSON  JavaScript Object Notation – a lightweight data structure that is easy to read and write, and used primarily to  

 transmit data between a server and a web application

SDVoE Software-Defined Video over Ethernet – a standards based, software-driven AV over IP system architecture

SSH Secure Shell – a standards-based protocol for securing remote terminal communications

SSL Secure Sockets Layer – a standards-based security protocol for encrypting web traffic (superseded by TLS)

TLS Transport Layer Security – a standards-based enhanced security protocol for encrypting web traffic 


